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УДК 5о9.17.01

В.А.Бабенко, Н.М.Петров

Р-матричное описание взаимодействия заряженных частиц

В работе изложен формализм Р-матричного описания взаимодействия

двух заряженных частиц. Предложено выделение в Р-матрице в явном

виде фоновой части, соответствующей чисто кулоновскому взаимо-

действию. Получены выражения для чисто куяоновской Р-матрицы, ее

полюсов, вычетов и чисто кулоновских собственных функций Р-мат-

ричного подхода.

V.A.Babenko, N.M.Petrov

P-matrix Description of Charged Partioles Interaction

The paper deals with formalism of the P-matrix description of

two oharged particles interaction. Separation in the explicit

forn> of the background part corresponding to the purely Coulomb

interaction in the P-matrix is proposed. JSxpresaions for the

purely Coulomb P-matrix, its poles, residues and purely Coulomb

P-matrix approaoh eigenfunctions are obtained.
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The /"-matrix approach П-'ij. which ia a modification ot the

well-known (ft-matrix theory [6.7]. has found rather frequent

application to the description of the two-particle interaction.

The essential peculiarity of this approach ia that the configura-

tion space of the ayotem is divided into two regions - the exter-

nal region where the particle3 interaction can be described by

a certain two-particle potential and the internal one - the region

of strong interaction. 'I'he scattering amplitude is then directly

expressed through the logarithmic derivative of a wave function

at the interaction region aurface, that ia, through the P-mat-

rix, for whioh the disperaion formula, establishing in general

form its energy depontlenoe, takes place»

In our papera [0,4.^
 v
'e have suggested and substantiated

separation in the explicit form of the background part in the P -

matrix that gives a number of advantages in the P -matrix appro-

ach applications. In these papera we have separated аз a backgro-

und part tho free P-matrix corresponding to the aboence of inte-

raction, that is natural in the case of the uncharged partioles.

Now we consider the P -matrix upproaoh generalization for the

important case of charged particles when Coulomb interaction is

present along with the strong interaction in the internal region.

It is shown that separation in the explicit form of the background

part in the P-matrix, ouggeuted in |J3,4,5], may be carried out

in the given case in Just the зоте way, where, however, the back-

ground P -matrix should be chosen as purely Coulomb f* -matrix

being logarithmic derivative of the regular Coulomb wave function

at strong interaction region surface. We obtain expressions for

the purely Coulomb P -matrix, its poles, residues and purely

Coulomb eigenfunctions of tho P -matrix approach.

In the case of elastic scattering of two charged strongly

interacting particle3 the radial wave function of relative motion

'tk v )
 i n t l i e s t a t e

 with definite angular momentum % ia gi-

ven by the solution ot Schrodinger equation, regular at zero

point

with the potential
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where Ife (v is the stronc ahortranr.e potential aaaucied to

have the finite range R and v£(?*'%• ' ifJ t h o Coulomb po-

tential. Further we 3hall eraploy the following definitions of the

Coulomb parameter J and the Bohr radiu3 0» :

(4)

where C, and *•%. are the scattering particles сши- ;i!3. And

we'll also employ the system of units in which the ?i.uick constant

and the doubled reduced mass are equal to unity: 1i = 2/4 = 1 ,

so that the relative notion energy E is expressed through the

wave number according to formula E
a
l< .

The radial wave function oatisfios the scattering boundary

condition at infinity

where % , v )
 i 3

 aaynptotio wave function of the continuous

apectrum and ^v»br) > Gg v»^*V ь^е knovm regular and irregular

Coulomb wave funotiona £93 with the following aaymptotics at infi-

nity:

Here б|(к) ̂  ei"$f Г(В+4 + Ч ) ia purely Coulomb phaae shift and

total scattering phase 6$tH) b.as the form

where V|(k) is nuclear-Coulomb phase shift.

Wo dofin'j tho P-matrix aa a locarithmic derivative of the

wave function at strong interaction region surface (jf—Rj !
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Let ua introduce in the internal region a complete set of ortho-

normalized eigenfunctions Uyivf) which aro the solutions of

Jchrodinger equation (1) and satisfy at the ends of [?»Rj seg-

ment the homogeneous boundary conditions

The non-trivial solutiono satisfying the conditions (10) exist

only at definite eigenvalues of energy Ещ v/hich are determined

by solving the Sturrn-Liouvillo problem (1),(10). The orthonormali-

zation conditions are believed to be written as:
R

On the basis of the wave function expansion in the internal

region into the series with respect to eigenfunctions U{nO")

we can obtain the following I'-metrix dispersion formula П,3»4|!

where

Formula (12) has a constant (j\p) , that is, the P-matrix at

zero energy, whose separation has ensured, in essence, the conver-

gence of the residual series. The dispersion formula (12), repre-

senting essentially the P-matrix polar deoomposition, establishes

in general form its energy dependence, which Is completely deter-

mined by the compound system states characterized by energy eigen-

values Een and quantities o(n • Quantities Еде and Оц» are

determined by physical properties of the system in the internal

region and don't depend on energy E .

To establish the relation between the S-matrix and the P-mat-

rix we note that the wave function in the external region тц(|*)

can be written as

vr^J " ̂ fc\|v'"4 \*>*vjf *"**» (14)

I V>* J
 a r e t t i e

 Coulomb Joat solutions determined ao-

cording to formula
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and being, in essence, the out- and ingoing waves distorted by

the preeonce of the Coulomb potential:

Employing the eewing conditions at \"—R point and definition >

(9) we obtain the following ехргеязхоп for the S-matieix:

where

is the S-matrix oorroeponding to scattering by hard core of radius

R in the presence of the Coulomb potential and rj (k) are

logarithmic derivativea of out- and ingoing Coulomb waves at the

boundary surface:

The function Fj [kj real and imaginary parts are usually deno-

ted through Д|(к) and Sj(.k) , and slnoe it is obvious that

where the functions A|QO and Ŝ (U) explicit expressions

through the Coulomb functions have the form MOJ

$ (a»
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Proceeding irom the formulae (17) and (19) it ie еаэу to obtain

the expression for nuclear-Coulomb scattering phase

where 3j(k) is scattering phaae by hard core of radius

in the presence of the Coulomb interaction:

(23)

The expressions (17) and (22) for the observed values show

the essential shortcoming of the P-matrix approach based on era-

ploying of the dispersion formula (12) for the P-matrix approxi-

mation, namely: if we confine ourselves by finite number of terms

in this formula, then the observed values will, accordingly, Lave

incorreot asymptotic-з at high energies. Thus, the scattering pha-

se (22) in the case of the P-matrix being approximated by finite

number of pole terms on the basis of the dispereiion formula (12)

will tend to the hard core phase shift 3»(k) at high energies,

i.e., in easenoe, will tend to infinity:

(24)

But in reality the scattering phase must tend to zero at high

energies, at least, for regular potentials.

The incorreot asymptotic behaviour of the observed values

at high energies may be excluded by separating the background

part in the P-raatrix. We determine the background P-matrix in

the preaenoe of the Coulomb interaction as a logarithmio deriva-

tive of the regular Coulomb function:

(25)

i.e. as the purely Coulomb P-matrix. Note that the regular Cou-

lomb funotion ^(JjJ) is expressed in terms of the oonfluent

hypergeometrio function Ф(?>€)2) aooording to formula

(26)
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v/here the Coulomb factor C{,$}

^ ^ ' l M
 (27)

is a complicated function of energy and it is introduced to ensu-

re the function f^^jj
1
) required asymptotica at infinity (6).

But in the case when we confine ouraelvea to the consideration

of the internal region (Hf^R it will be more convenient to

introduce the solution containing no factor Cfĉ fJ and having

more aimple properties near the origin. We introduce such a so-

lution 4|&>P) determining it by the relation

(28)

where the factor .̂6+i)!i ia introduced in order to provide

the function TJ^,/) transition into the spherical Riccati-

Besael function in the case of sv/itchin^-off the Coulomb interac-

tion : f \

%№ = № (29)

The function TJVJ-?) expression in terme of the confluent hyper-

geouetric function is obvious froci (26),(28). The Coulomb P-nat-

rix, expressed in tarma of the solution 4^(f,/) j haa the form

analogous to (25):

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to the second ar-

gument ,f=kR . She Coulomb P-tnatrix poles Е щ ^ К щ depen-

ding on Oj and R - Ey, - Е.|и(?8»Я) are determined by the

roots of the expression (30) denominator:

The Coulomb eigenfunctions ищ vfy , being the solutions of

Schrodinger equation (1) with V(|0
 =
^4(j*)

 a n d
 satisfying the

boundary conditions (10), have the form:

(32)



4 X
W

where Цщg 'qli."
 a n d t ! l e

 parameters Ojn , which are deter-

mined from the eigenfunctior;3 normalization condition, can be

found if we employ the known Creon formula

for two solutions of the equation (1) corresponding to different

energies k« and K» . Substituting (32) into (33) and going

over to the limit k«—»~кг-к«п we obtein, taking also into ac-

count (11) and (13)» the following expression for Coulomb residues

(34)

where function 9в^>/) is a derivative of function

with respect to parameter ? :

^ (35)

and can be directly expressed in terms of the confluent hypergeo-

netric function. Thus, we have completely determined the Coulomb

P-matrix parameters - its poles, residues and we have also found

the Coulomb eigenfunctions. The Coulomb ?-raatrix dispersion for-

mula has the form ()!:):

^ Ё Т Ё И - ' (36)

where the P-matrix at zero energy Y^ \0J ia determined by the

expression

which can be obtained directly from (30) at k-^0 if we employ

the regular Coulomb function and its derivative expansions with

respect to Bessei. funotions |9,11,12j. In exproaaioa (37) Iy(x)

are modified Boaeel functions and the dimensionless parameter p

is determined by the expression j&
a
R/Qe . Here we have every-

where assumed the Coulomb repulsion case Qg>0 to take place.
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In the саэе of the Coulomb attraction 0(e<0 f̂  \Qj hae

the form

', (38)

i f \

where «Jyvv are Iieaael functions and ^
я
Я||0*|-

Now let us separate the purely Coulomb background P-matrix

(25) in the nuolear-Coulo:<ib P-matrix (9) in the explicit form by

analogy with separation in the explicit form of the free back-

ground P-matrix in tho case of no Coulomb interaction

V/e define this tranaformation according to the formulas

(39)

Then we'll have, according to (12).(36), the following expression

for the residual P-matrix

(40)

Comparing expansions (12) and (40) for the functions !J(E)

and (J(E-)
 w e a e e

 that ueparation of the purely Coulomb part in

the P-matrix according to formula (39) mathematically corresponds

to partial summation of the aeries (12), where we separate the

part corresponding to Coulomb interaction and known in the explicit

form. This leads to acceleration of the initial series oonvergenoe

in a natural way and therefore to the improvement of the observed

values energetic dependence description.

Performing separation (39) in the expressiou (1?) and oraplo-

ing easily establishing property of logarithmie derivatives

we immediately obtain expression for the nuclear-Coulomb S-matrix

> (42)

where functions C| №) are determined according to (41) and
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it is obvioua that CjCH=C^(k) . Corresponding expression

for the nuclear-Coulomb scattering phase can be alao easily obta-

ined

From the formulae (42),(43) it follows that if we now confine

ourselves by finite number of terras in the residual P-matrix

(E) polar expansion (40) then the S-matrix and scatteringB(E)
phase will have correct asymptotic behaviour at high energies in

this case:

Thus, separation of the purely Coulomb background part in the P-

matrix leads to correct asymptotic behaviour of the observed phy-

sical quantities at high energies in the ease of the residual P-

matrix approximation by a finite number of pole terms. So, it ie

clear that transformation (39) has a distinct mathematical and

physical baaia.
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